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He invested much inoncy in the books. It took him nine months of
hard labour to read through Broom's Common Law of England, "a
big but interesting volume". SnelFs Equity was "full of interest, but a
bit hard to understand". Leading Cases by White and Tudor was
"full of interest and4 instruction". He read also with interest Real
Property by Williams and Edward, and Personal Property by Goodeve.
Mayne's Hindu Law he read with "unflagging interest9'.
He passed his examinations and was called to the bar on June 10,
1891, and was enrolled in the High Court the next day.
On the eve of his departure for India, Gandhi invited his vegeta-
rian friends to dinner in Holborn Restaurant and arranged with
the manager to provide a strictly vegetarian meal. This was a new
experiment for a non-vegetarian restaurant. Gandhi was called upon
to make a speech but as on previous occasions he miserably failed.
**I thank you, gentlemen, for having kindly responded to my invita-
tion," he said and abruptly sat down. The Vegetarian had published
a full-page interview along with his photograph on the eve of his
departure to India.
Gandhi's three years'1 stay in England was eventful. Those were
years of great intellectual activity and unhindered freedom of thought
and speech. The country as a whole had become a living university.
There was tolerance for every school of thought. New ideas were
preached and practised as never before or after in the history of
England. The Independent Labour Party was formed in 1887. The
Fabian Society under the leadership of Sydney Webb and Bernard
Shaw was popularizing socialism and scientific thought. The first
volume of Das Kapital by Karl Marx had just appeared in English
in 1887 and was accepted as the Bible of the working class. Marx's
colleague Friedrich Engels, who was living in England, brought out
the second volume in German in 1885 and was now working on the
third volume of Das Kapital. In 1889 Fabian Essays was published by
Bernard Shaw. Darwin's epoch-making Descent of Man which had
been published in 1871 was being discussed. Kropotkin's Mutual Aid
was appearing serially in the Nineteenth Century and Kropotkin himself
was propagating his ideas in England. Ruskin and William Morris
created new interest in the art world. Arnold's Light of Asia and The
Song Celestial won many friends for India. Progressive people like
Bradlaugh considered India's cause as their own. Learned bodies
throughout Great Britain invited Max Miiller to deliver lectures on

